Plant-derived secondary metabolites play a vital role in the food, pharmaceutical, agrochemical and cosmetic industry. Metabolite concentrations are measured after extraction, biochemistry and analyses, requiring time, access to expensive equipment, reagents and specialized skills. Additionally, metabolite concentration often varies widely among plants, even within a small area. A quick method to estimate the metabolite concentration class (high or low) will significantly help in selecting trees yielding high metabolites for the metabolite production process. Here, we demonstrate a deep learning approach to estimate the concentration class of an intracellular metabolite, azadirachtin, using models built with images of leaves and fruits collected from randomly selected Azadirachta indica (neem) trees in an area spanning >500,000 sqkms and their corresponding biochemically measured metabolite concentrations. We divided the input data randomly into training-and test-sets ten times to avoid sampling bias and to optimize the model parameters during cross-validation. The training-set contained >83,000 fruit and >86,000 leaf images. The best models yielded prediction errors of 19.13% and 15.11% (for fruit), and 8% and 26.67% (for leaf), each, for low and high metabolite classes, respectively. We further validated the fruit model using independently collected fruit images from different locations spanning nearly 130,000 sqkms, with 70% accuracy. We developed a desktop application to scan offline image(s) and a mobile application for real-time utility to predict the metabolite content class. Our work demonstrates the use of a deep learning method to estimate the concentration class of an intracellular metabolite using images, and has broad applications and utility.
predominantly in the fruits, and to a lesser degree in the leaves, of the tree, Azadirachta indica (neem) [5] . We used an image-based deep learning approach utilizing convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to learn from the original images of leaves and fruits from the sampled trees and the image distortions, with a total of nearly 170,000 images, alongside the biochemically measured concentrations of azadirachtin, to build models that can predict the metabolite concentration class (high or low) for an incoming new leaf or fruit.
Methods
The deep learning approach described here used CNNs to learn from >83,000 fruit and >86,000 leaf images, and the azadirachtin content classes derived from biochemically measured azadirachtin content, to build predictive fruit and leaf models.
The models were optimized based on their performance in blind test sets. The flow diagram in Figure 1 describes the training set and training criteria used in building models, and the different thresholds for azadirachtin class (azaL -low azadirachtin and azaH -high azadirachtin) prediction accuracies used in short-listing and analyzing models.
Plant material collection and Metabolite measurement
We randomly sampled trees in an area covering >500,000 sq kms and collected five leaves and five fruits per tree. Both leaves and fruits were photographed and Azadirachtin (azadirachtin A and azadirachtin B, together) was measured using reverse-phase columns on High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) instrument with azadirachtin (A+B) analytical standards (EID Parry, India).
Image analyses
In order to remove bias originating from the background, the original images were subjected to background removal using an online editing tool, Background Burner, personal edition (https://burner.bonanza.com/). This step was performed to base the classification on the foreground, and not the variable background. Training with background-removed images has been shown previously to yield high prediction accuracy [6] . For real-time prediction purpose, the incoming image background removal option was incorporated using an open source Android image background cutting library called Android-CutOut v0.1.2 (https://github.com/GabrielBB/Android-CutOut) within the mobile app, prior to classification. This was done using two options: automatically by touching parts of the background, using the 'magic wand' option, and manually by dragging the finger around the screen using the 'pencil' and 'zoom' options. Depending on the contrast between the background and foreground of the image, automatic only or both automatic and manual options can be used. For example, for a leaf image captured against a blue background, the 'magic wand' tool can remove the blue background, in one step. However, for a leaf image captured against a background, which has the leaf 's green color in it, touching the green color in the background with the magic wand tool, will remove it from the foreground as well. This is where the manual option comes in handy to selectively remove the green parts of the residual background. We used this library in the mobile app because it was compatible and easy-to-integrate with the TensorFlow based classification workflow.
The images were then used for azadirachtin classification. In the desktop version, we processed the incoming images with Background Burner before using AZA classifier.
In addition to the original images, we introduced several distortions to make a robust model for training. We did this by using a Python module, Augmentor [7] , to augment the images with 7 types of distortions: Rotate, Zoom, Flip, Blur, Crop, Brightness and Resize. The options used with the Augmentor module to create these distortions are summarised in Table 1 . Representative images of leaves and fruits, before and after distortions are shown in Figure 2 .
Learning and Test Set Classification
As azadirachtin derived from seed kernel is considered to be the gold standard, we used seed kernel-derived metabolite values to set concentration class as either "low (azaL)" or "high (azaH)". Once the minimum and the maximum azadirachtin values were determined, the average (avg) was calculated as the mid-point of those min-max extremes. An azadirachtin class was set as 'low' and 'high' when the measured concentrations were below avg -0.1avg and above avg + 0.1avg, respectively. Accordingly, an azadirachtin value above 0.65% was determined as 'high', and a value below 0.53% was determined as 'low'. The sample numbers for the azaL and azaH classes in ten learning and test sets randomly generated for 10-fold cross validation are summarised in Table 2 . The corresponding images post distortions were also divided into learning and test sets for training and classification. For each learning set, the azaL and azaH classification sensitivity values were calculated as the average value across the ten test sets.
Algorithm and Framework
We named the tool 'AZA classifier' based on the test case, herein, to classify azadirachtin content class. AZA classifier (desktop version) is developed using JAVA swing GUI [8] for its native look and is backed up with Linux shell scripting and Python3 in its backend. The desktop version of AZA classifier was built to classify azadirachtin content class (low or high) for a single leaf or fruit image, or bulk process multiple images saved in a folder ( Figure 3A) . The results from the desktop app were bulk exported into an Excel sheet, while storing the image identity, with predicted azadirachtin class, and prediction confidence (probability ranging from 0 to 1) and analyzed further. We used TensorFlow 1.6.0 packages [9] , an open-source framework for building deep learning neural networks [10] , in Python3 to build predictive models that could classify images of leaves and fruits. We used the MobileNet architecture [11] that overcomes the challenges in visual recognition of images, particularly for onmobile device or embedded applications to run the models effectively where resources like computation, power and space are limited. It is a family of mobile-first computer vision models for TensorFlow, designed specifically for an effective increase in accuracy, with limited resources for an on-device or embedded application. They are actually small, low-power, low-latency models designed to deal with limited resources in a number of use cases. The latest release (1.13) consists of model definition for MobileNets in TensorFlow using TF-Slim in addition to 16 pre-trained ImageNet classification checkpoints for use in mobile projects of any size. The Inception deep convolutional architecture, introduced as GoogLeNet, was the named as the Inception v1 architecture [12] . It was later improvised, first by batch normalization -Inception v2 [13] , and then by additional factorization ideas -Inception v3 [14] . In addition to MobileNet, we also explored the Inception v3 architecture [14] . The mobile version of AZA classifier (Android app) was built using Android Studio 3.0 [15] , compiled and run based on TensorFlow Android version 1.6.0. In addition to taking still leaf and fruit images, it is also capable of a live or real-time classification of the azadirachtin content class by pointing the camera of the mobile device to a leaf or a fruit while they are still attached to a tree ( Figure 3B ). After the user captures a leaf or a fruit image with the mobile camera, the background is removed before the image is used for the classification of azadirachtin. This function makes the mobile app capable of classifying real world images. A "Save" option in the app enables the user to capture an image along with the azadirachtin classification while providing an identifier to the captured image. In cases of fluctuation in the image capture process, the user has the provision to capture the same image multiple times until a satisfactory image quality is obtained. The effects of different zoom levels, different angles, and different light conditions have already been explored and factored in during the training process while considering augmentations of the images.
Training set and model testing using TensorFlow library with CNN architecture
Using TensorFlow, we built azadirachtin prediction models for 17 types of Images were divided into azaL and azaH classes. The models were trained and tested with all image augmentations. In addition, the models were also trained and tested for each augmentation individually, and without any augmentation, for comparison.
The classification sensitivity at which there was at least one model for both azaL and azaH classes was estimated for each individual distortion type. Following this, 160
MobileNet and 10 Inception models (with the ten training steps mentioned previously) were constructed after training with all the 8 types of images pooled together, and tested with images not used during training. A learning rate of 0.01 was used for training with cross-entropy as the loss function. For the leaf, the images, post background removal, were also distorted internally (Crop -30%, Scale -30% and Flipleft and right) using the python module 'retrain' of TensorFlow library https : //github.com/tensorow/hub/blob/master/examples/image _retraining/retrain.py, followed by training and classification using 160 MobileNet models. The fruit models from MobileNet and Inception architectures, with at least 80% classification sensitivities for both azaL and azaH classes were shortlisted. Likewise, the leaf models were shortlisted from TensorFlow's inbuilt distortions while retraining using MobileNet, with at least 70% classification sensitivities for both classes. These thresholds were set as the highest common classification sensitivities for azaL and azaH classes. The final fruit and leaf models were chosen with the highest average classification sensitivity between azaL and azaH classes.
Independent validation of the model
Images of randomly sampled fruits from independent locations covering nearly 130,000 sq kms, which were not used for training or testing, were used as a validation set.
Results

Images for the training set
We used seven distortions on the images post background removal (see Methods).
The number of images used in training and testing for each distortion type are listed in Table 3 . The image numbers were highest for the Rotation distortion type; augmented 60-fold over the original followed by 22-fold for the Crop distortion and 17-fold for the Resize distortion type. The fold-differences were correlated with the number of distortion possibilities and outcomes for each type. The total numbers of images used for training were 83,898 (48285 for azaL & 35613 for azaH) for fruits and 86,311 (51,495 for azaL & 34,816 for azaH) for leaves ( Table 3) .
Suitable fruit and leaf models
A training set pooling all image augmentations was constructed to build models using MobileNet and Inception architectures. Models were deemed suitable if they predicted with at least 70% classification sensitivity for azaL and azaH content classes (Tables S1-S2). As per these criteria, 15 (Table S4) .
Final fruit and leaf models of metabolite classification
The thresholds for shortlisting fruit and leaf models trained with pooled augmented data, were individually set to be the highest common classification sensitivities for azaL and azaH classes, at 80% and 70%, respectively. Two fruit models and six leaf models passed these criteria. The final models were chosen from Inception v3 architecture, at 2500 training steps, for the fruit, with an average classification sensitivity of 82.88%, and from the MobileNet architecture, with built-in distortions while retraining, image resolution of 128, width multiplier of 0.50, at 2500 training steps, for the leaf, with an average classification sensitivity of 82.67% ( Table 4 ). The leaf model derived fromatrainingsetaugmentedwiththree inbuilt distortion types (Crop, Flip and Scale) was less sensitive in classifying azadirachtin content class within a test set that accommodated four more distortion types, thus resulting in a slightly lower classification sensitivity of >70% for both azaL and azaH classes ( Table 4 ). For
Resize, Rotate and Crop distortion types, while the azaL classification sensitivity was 90.67%, 77.26% and 89.27%, respectively, the azaH classification sensitivity remained below 50% at 25.74%, 42.08% and 42.58%, respectively ( Table 4 ).
Using both models (fruit and leaf) for classification
The result for the metabolite class prediction always provides a binary (correct or not)
output when a single model (either fruit or a leaf) is used. However, when both the models are used for classification, there are four possible prediction scenarios,: A. both the fruit and the leaf model classify the class correctly, B. only the fruit model classifies it correctly but the leaf model does not, C. only the leaf model classifies it correctly but the fruit model does not, and D. both the models fail to classify the class correctly, i.e., both models misclassify. We visualized each of these prediction scenarios with our test set ( Figure 4) . We observed that 25 out of 40 azaH images are correctly classified by both the fruit and the leaf models, 10 were correctly classified by the fruit model alone but misclassified by the leaf model, 1 was misclassified by the fruit model but correctly classified by the leaf model, and 4 were misclassified by both the models (Figure 4) .
Out of the 64 azaL images, 52 were correctly classified by both fruit and leaf models, 4 were correctly classified by the fruit but not the leaf model and 8 were correctly classified by the leaf but not the fruit model. Table 5 enumerates the true positive and false positive numbers for these azaH and azaL images, while using the fruit model alone, or the leaf model alone, or combining the predictions from both the models.
Independent validation of fruit models
The final fruit model was validated in an independent set of 115 fruit images, with 70% classification sensitivity ( Table 6 ).
Discussion
Significance of deep learning approaches in biology
Deep learning methods are producing impressive results across several domains, especially, visual and auditory recognition [16] . Data-intensive biological problems are well suited to be solved using deep learning methods [17] . Biologically inspired neural networks are a class of machine learning algorithms that enable learning from data.
Deep learning requires a neural network with multiple layers. Based on the nature of data and the type of question being asked, deep learning methods use either supervised, or unsupervised, or reinforcement learning-based training models. CNNs or ConvNets are multi-layered neural networks trained with back-propagation algorithm, used in recognizing images with minimum pre-processing. In 1998, LeCun and co-workers had described a machine learning technique that was built to learn automatically with less hand-designed heuristics [18] . This formed the basis for development of the CNN field. CNNs combine three architectural ideas: local receptive fields, shared weights and, sometimes, spatial or temporal sub-sampling [19] .
Biological data is often complex, multi-dimensional and heterogeneous. However, the possibility of using deep learning methods to discover patterns in such large and complex biological datasets is promising. Till date, image-based neural networks have been used to find patterns that aid disease detection and diagnosis [20] [21] [22] , secondary structure prediction in proteins [23] [24] [25] , effects of single nucleotide variation in genes [26] , plant [27] and plant stress, phenotyping [28] [29] , and other biological applications.
Metabolite concentration class as a test case for deep learning
Plant-based metabolites offer a cheaper, non-toxic and environment-friendly alternative to chemical pesticides. Azadirachtin, derived from the fruits of neem tree, is one such metabolite with known anti-feedant and insect-repellent properties [5] . Seed kernels derived from the tree's fruits are the primary source of commercial azadirachtin. Neem seeds are collected from naturally grown trees and although inexpensive, the current process of extraction is not scalable due to their limited seed availability in the market. Additionally, azadirachtin content varies a lot depending on the geography of the tree locations, quality of the seeds, age of the trees, soil conditions and climatic factors [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] , thus causing the commercially available seeds to yield varying levels of azadirachtin. A previous study has reported high variation, as high as 6-fold, in azadirachtin-A and azadirachtin-B content across seed kernels [31] .
To circumvent this, total organic synthesis of azadirachtin was attempted in the past [35] . However, the process was time-consuming and produced with a low yield [36] .
Recent successful advances in synthetic biology such as producing isoprenoids like beta-Farnesene and the antimalarial drug, artemisinin, in heterologous hosts [1, [37] [38] [39] have resurrected the hope for bulk production of metabolites, independent of their natural source. However, synthetic biology requires full knowledge of the metabolite synthesis pathway, and optimization of the pathway and production process within the heterologous host(s). Future work on the elucidation of metabolite production pathways based on genome and transcriptome sequences of neem tree [40] [41] [42] coupled with prior knowledge on synthetic biology of terpenoid biosynthesis pathways will pave ways to produce cheaper, more effective and potent azadirachtin. Until then, identifying high azadirachtin-bearing fruits and selecting them as commercial sources will greatly boost the production of high-grade azadirachtin. In the current study, we developed a mobile application that can help collectors in the field to identify trees with high azadirachtin content class quickly, and without knowledge of any laboratory procedures. Although simple, this can have a profound impact on the overall efficiency of the industry.
Advantages of a predictive approach to identifying metabolite content class
Current methods for metabolite screening, although precise, are cumbersome and require a laboratory equipped with expensive equipment, reagents and expert personnel. Additionally, these methods require all collected fruits to be transported to a central laboratory, thus making the process lengthy and costly. Often, a method that provides a less precise readout of the azadirachtin level, for e.g. low or high, is sufficient to make an initial choice before commercial extraction. The current study is a step towards this aim, and provides a simple, inexpensive and on-the-field method that can be used by anyone, even with little or no training at the collection sites to selectively choose high azadirachtin yielding fruits.
India has nearly 337 million smartphone users, which is expected to grow to 490 million by 2022 [43] . The country is also one of the fastest growing markets for mobile device-based delivery platforms for services and e-commerce. Therefore, we explored the possibility of devising a mobile application can be used at the collection site to determine whether a plant organ has high or low metabolite content. The potential of such an application based on deep learning technology to classify images and predict biological measurements is very enticing. In the current report, we show that it is possible to use an image of a fruit or a leaf to determine whether the intracellular concentration of an analyte within the corresponding cells is high or low. Our method provided us with nearly 70% validation with the fruit model. Since the seed kernels from fruits are the primary source of azadirachtin, our model is well suited to pre-select fruits that can be used as commercial sources. Exciting possibilities similar to the concept demonstrated here can be explored. For example, one can use images to bring quality (and desired trait) control in the fruit and vegetable industry. There are other requirements in the horticultural and agricultural industry that can also be met by the use of image-based learning to deduce characteristics of a certain trait.
Importance of using both the fruit and the leaf models for classification
As shown in the results section (Figure 4 , Table 5 ), azadirachtin content class predictions using both the fruit and the leaf models together, rather than using any one, yielded fewer false positives, none of which belonged to the azaH class. However, doing so also resulted in lower true positives, although the effect was marginal. The possibility of zero false positives, even at a cost of discovering fewer azaH trees is particularly advantageous and relevant for the azadirachtin extraction industry.
Therefore, we recommended the use of both models with the AZA classifier app for sampling in the field. However, there is a possibility that with increased training and improvised models in the future, the classification may work optimally with the fruit model alone, without losing sensitivity or specificity of detection.
Limitations of our study and future directions
The prediction accuracy of our classier app was not 100%, and we got errors of 19.13% and 15.11%, and 8% and 26.67%, each, using the fruit and leaf models for the low and high metabolite class, respectively. We did not observe an increasing trend of misclassifications towards the aza borderline cases, however ( Figure S1) . This was expected because CNNs are non-parametric classifiers and by definition, no statistical parameters are needed to separate the image classes, even though they were formed based on quantitative thresholds [44] [45] . Since the learning of images is not a gradual process that becomes less accurate at a certain end of the azaL or azaH quantitative spectrum, and rather is categorical with respect to the aza classes, we believe that the is not a suitable predictor for unseen data. Although we have attempted to lower the impact of this limitation by augmenting the training set with synthetic distortions, the prediction accuracy of AZA classifier is expected to increase with naturally augmenting the training set, in both size and diversity, via further sampling, imaging and metabolite content analyses of neem leaves and fruits. In doing so, the aim would first be to utilize the additional data to validate the underlying model parameters, and second, to enhance the training set, in an iterative manner to minimize both, cross-validation and true validation errors. The second limitation of our study is the lack of metabolite data from individual fruits and leaves of a tree. Despite collecting 10 samples per tree (5 fruits and 5 leaves), we had single metabolite readout per plant. Results from methods that can measure metabolite from a small amount of tissue (such as a single fruit or leaf), may prove valuable in the future in tackling within tree variability. With a reasonable assumption that the intra-tree variation of metabolite content across fruits and leaves in a single tree is lower than the inter-tree variability, we used the more robust method of measuring metabolite from fruits pooled from a tree. Additionally, using both fruit and leaf models allowed us to predict aza with high specificity.
Although the current work is based on images to predict a specific intracellular metabolite, azadirachtin, our method has potential to be applicable with broad utility to any cell type, including three-dimensional shapes, images and architecture, towards real-time prediction of intracellular analytes responsible for a characteristic taste, smell or any other feature of fruits, leaves or other parts of a plant. 
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